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Early Creative Practice

The Philosophers Raincoat
(1998)
Made and Modified Objects

Restless
(2000)
Made and Modified Objects



Early Digital Work

Screen Designs for Multiple Web Interfaces
(2000-2001)



The Semiotics of New Media
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Early Creativity Research

Image making using traditional methods



Image making using digital methods
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Creativity Research

Making Sense of Creative Interactions.
O’Neill, Dr. S. (PI) . McWhinnie, S (PhD student) 3 year project (2008-2011).
EPSRC First Grant Scheme £125,518.00

1. Investigate the changing nature of the creative practices that involve the use of 
interactive media technology to support creative processes.
2. Evaluate the effect of interactive technologies on creative processes by comparing 
the creative practices of those that use technology with those that do not.
3. Establish a better understanding of the meaning making process of users in rela-
tion to the creative use of technology. In order to move towards a better model of how 
users make sense of interacting with technology as part of the creative process.
4. Explore the implications of the findings in relation to the design of tools to support 
creative practice.



Creativity Research
Repertory Grid Technique
George Kelly first proposed repertory grids in 
1955, as a method of testing his Personal
Construct Theory (PCT). PCT postulates that 
people create dynamic mental models of their 
reality based on a series of bipolar constructs 
e.g. good—bad, internal—external etc., which 
they develop to be tested against the world 
around them. 

The repertory grid method is idiographic, 
using constructs of the participant’s 
choosing. By specifying constructs that
refer directly to the practitioners’ own 
conceptualization of the creative process, we 
are not enforcing any model or bias of the 
researcher on the practitioner. Additionally, 
the idiosyncrasy of practitioners’ own 
descriptions of their process is evidence 
of the variety of different ways that people 
conceptualise something that can be hard to 
verbalize.



Creativity Research
Principle Component Analysis
Visually displays how closely related 
constructs are by plotting them on an axis. 
this helps to identify relationships between 
constructs adding detail to the description 
of how people conceptualize their creative 
practice 

The Focus Tool
Helps to identify how closely related those 
constructs are to one another giving an even 
finer level of detail and sometimes strength-
ening the case that various words are being 
used to describe the same underlying con-
struct.



Creativity Research
Early Studies
In our initial phase of study, we used 6 participants, 3 male, 3 female, with ages ranging from 21 to 56. The participants 
were from a range of creative backgrounds, 2 artists, 2 architects, a designer, and a craft researcher. 



Creativity Research

The initial data was very exploratory. However, it did reveal that many of the 
participants were describing similar processes in different ways. For instance, 
many described a difference between an internal aspect of the creative pro-
cess that contrasts with an external aspect, many described an intuitive way of 
working that contrasts with a rational way of doing things and many also de-
scribe a messy/chaotic way of working in contrast to a tidy/ordered.

The problem is that the rich variety in the way in which people described these 
‘similar’ activities, makes it extremely difficult to say something general about 
creativity.



Creativity Research
Group Study
6 participants took part in the study, 3 members of University teaching staff, two PhD students and one visiting artist/
practitioner, 2 male, and 4 female. All of them are engaged in, or have been engaged recently, in their own form of 
creative practice mostly design orientated, sometimes involving the use, or making, of
technology.

The initial phase of the study involved identifying a number of elements used by the practitioners to understand their 
own creative processes. 



Creativity Research
Looking at a range of practitioners grids allows us to look for patterns of similarity or ‘consensus’, where people use 
the same word to describe the same underlying constructs.

External-Internal



Creativity Research
More interestingly though we can look for patterns of ‘correspondence’, where people may be using very different 
words to describe the same underlying constructs. We used ~87% correspondence as the cut off because of the high 
number of Constructs (Gaines and Shaw use 80%)

First Grouping (Disorder-Order)



Creativity Research

Second Grouping (Heart-Head)



Creativity Research

Third Grouping (Input-Output)



Creativity Research

Fourth Grouping (Ideal-Real)



Creativity Research

Fifth Grouping (Objective-Subjective)



Creativity Research

Sixth Grouping (Irrational-Rational)

Note: There is an additional closely related seventh sub-group here [Thinking-doing]/[Mental-Physical]



Outcomes
Ties in with the ‘10 paradoxical personality traits’ identified by the 
psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi.

1. Creative people have a great deal of physical energy, but they’re also often quiet and at 
rest.
2. Creative people tend to be smart yet naive at the same time.
3. Creative people combine playfulness and discipline, or responsibility and irresponsibility.
4. Creative people alternate between imagination and fantasy, and a rooted sense of reality.
5. Creative people trend to be both extroverted and introverted.
6. Creative people are humble and proud at the same time.
7. Creative people, to an extent, exhibit psychological androgyny an ability to be at the 
same time aggressive and nurturing, sensitive and rigid, dominant and submissive, regard-
less of gender. 
8. Creative people are both rebellious and conservative.
9. Most creative people are very passionate about their work, yet they can be extremely 
objective about it as well.
10. Creative people’s openness and sensitivity often exposes them to suffering and pain, 
yet also to a great deal of enjoyment.



Phase 2: Creativity Over Time

What if we turned our findings from our initial data into the 
foundations of a tool to investigate creativity more closely?

What if we extended our research beyond face-to-face 
engagement and one-to-one interviews and found a way to 
capture data over much longer periods of time?

What if we removed the researcher from the laborious 
process of gathering data and actually got the participants 
to do it for us?

What if we could dramatically scale up participant numbers 
by finding a mechanism to distribute this tool?

What might it look like?



Phase 2: Creativity Over Time
Measuring Creative Flow
Therefore, with the same aims in mind, we 
want to produce a lightweight, easily distrib-
utable mobile phone App that we can use to 
gather data from as wide a range of creative 
practitioners as possible.

Based on the research we’ve done so far 
the App will use techniques that tie our own 
insights to those of Cskszentmihalyi in order 
to produce a reflective diary type tool that will 
capture details not only about what a creative 
practitioner has been doing that day but also 
things like the level of chaos in their process, 
how active they’ve been or how passionate 
they have felt. 

Over days, weeks and months we hope to 
be able to build up some real insights into 
the complex nature of creativity over time as 
experienced by significant numbers of real 
creative practitioners.



Additional Research

A Research Led Teaching Activity

Sketchbook Project:
 
 Pt 1: Investigate how creative practitioners use sketchbooks: 
  Using semi-structured interviews, 
  Film-making, 
  A grounded analysis of artists statements.
 
 Pt 2: Design some interface components based on your findings.



A Short Film

A research film by  Finlay Craig, Virginia Vila Palacin 
& Laura Cammidge



Some Analysis

Organizing a grounded analysis participants statements and interview 
observations



Some Analysis



Some Design

Examples of student design concepts for drawing and image 
manipulation interfaces.



Some Design

Examples of student design concepts archive and sketch-management 
interfaces
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